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Highlights  

•  Turbulence-derived mixing height (MH) from Doppler lidar vertical velocity variance  

•  Aerosol-derived mixed layer height (MLH) from ceilometer profiles  

•  Instrument-, processing- and siting-related uncertainties are assessed  

•  Agreement between MLH and MH decreases with cloud complexity  

•  MH rises ahead of MLH in morning, but layers converge again around sunrise 

Abstract  

In urban areas with high air pollution emissions, the boundary layer volume within which gases and particles are diluted 

is critical to air quality impacts. With advances in ground-based remote sensing technologies and data processing 

algorithms, observations of layers forming the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) are becoming increasingly available 

at high temporal resolution. Here, mixing height (MH) estimates determined from turbulence measurements of Doppler 

lidars and aerosol derived mixed layer height (MLH) based on automatic lidar and ceilometer (ALC) observations 

within the centre of London are assessed. While MH uncertainty increases with shorter duration of vertical stare 

sampling within the Doppler lidar scan pattern, instrument-related noise of the ALC may result  

in large MLH errors due to the challenging task of layer attribution. However, when long time series are assessed most 

of the algorithm- and instrument-related uncertainties average out and therefore become less critical to overall 

climatological analyses. Systematic differences occur in nocturnal MH from two nearby (3-4 km) sites but MLH 

estimates at both sites generally agree with MH obtained at the denser urban setting. During daytime, most spatial 

variations in ABL structure induced by synoptic conditions or land cover heterogeneity at this scale do not exceed 

measurement uncertainty. Agreement between MH and MLH is clearly affected by ABL aerosol content and cloud 28 

conditions. Discrepancies increase with cloud complexity. On average, MH rises ahead of MLH during the morning 

growth period and peaks earlier in the day. There is a faster afternoon decay of MLH so that MLH and MH converge 

again around sunset and often have similar nocturnal values. Results demonstrate that turbulence-derived MH and 

aerosol-derived MLH should not be used inter32 changeably for purposes of model evaluation, interpretation of surface 

air quality observations or 33 initialisation of chemical transport models.  

Keywords: urban boundary layer; aerosol dispersion volume; mixed layer height; mixing height; ground-based remote 

sensing; clouds  

  1. Introduction  
The structure and evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is important to measure accurately, as it can 

strongly affect the concentration of pollutants near the surface (e.g. Sujatha et al., 2016). A better understanding of the 

various layers that compose the ABL is critical to interpreting air quality observations (e.g. Curci et al., 2015; Tang et 

al., 2016), modelling atmospheric composition (e.g. Warren et al., 2018), and numerical weather prediction (e.g. 

Wouters et al., 2013). Given the link to human health (Lelieveld et al., 2015) and visibility (Haeffelin et al., 2016), 

improved ABL process description has significant economic implications.   

Given many people are exposed to urban weather and air quality conditions, cities are of interest. Buildings and 

anthropogenic activities modify atmospheric mixing through the increase in roughness, augmented emission of heat and 

reduced evapotranspiration rates. Here, ABL dynamics are investigated in a dense European city centre (London, UK) 

which has been the focus of several measurement and modelling studies (e.g. REPARTEE, Harrison et al., 2012; 

ACTUAL, Barlow et al. 2015; ClearfLo, Bohnenstengel et al., 2015). The boundary layer structure of London has been 

studied using SODAR (Spanton and Williams, 1988), Doppler lidar (Barlow et al., 2011, 2015; Halios and Barlow, 

2017) or ceilometer observations (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018a), in-situ measurements at elevated heights (Wood et 

al., 2010), and meso-scale modelling (e.g. Bohnenstengel et al., 2011).  

While ABL estimates from radiosonde ascents have been used widely (Seibert, 2000), they are usually infrequent and 

rarely done for central urban settings (Piringer et al., 2007). Profiling by ground-based atmospheric remote sensing (e.g. 

Doppler lidar or Automatic Lidars and Ceilometers, ALC) again provides more information on ABL structure at high 

temporal resolution in urban areas (Wiegner et al., 2006). As they utilise eye-safe lasers, cause no sound pollution and 

have low maintenance requirements, both Doppler lidars and ALC are highly suitable for operation in densely 

populated places. While Doppler lidars can record both the three-dimensional wind field and attenuated backscatter, 
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ALC are designed to detect clouds based on the aerosol attenuated backscatter profiles. Both lidar types use atmospheric 

aerosol as a tracer (Barlow, 2014), but applying different indicators to track the structure of the ABL results in a slightly 

different representation (Barlow et al., 2011). While turbulence fields derived from high-resolution sampling of the 

wind profile allow the instantaneous state of dynamic mixing to be explored, aerosol attenuated backscatter fields form 

in response to these turbulent processes and represent the current state of aerosol vertical distribution (Träumner et al., 

2011). Thus, the turbulence-derived mixing height (MH) may differ from the aerosol-derived mixed layer height 

(MLH). Hygroscopic aerosol growth processes modified by the vertical distribution of humidity can affect the observed 

attenuated backscatter which may influence MLH results (Gibert et al., 2007).  

Previously, turbulence-derived MH and aerosol-derived MLH have been compared for short campaigns with estimates 

based on vertical velocity variance and attenuated backscatter from a Doppler lidar (e.g. Barlow et al., 2011; Pearson et 

al., 2010; Träumner et al., 2011). Schween et al. (2014) analyse a year of MH from Doppler turbulence observations 

with MLH from ALC measurements. However, a coherent relation between the turbulence- and aerosol-derived layer 

estimates does not arise. While all studies find that MH can be both greater or smaller than MLH at times, Schween et 

al. (2014) conclude that MLH clearly exceeds MH on average during all times of the day and all seasons, while Barlow 

et al. (2011) found that MH grows earlier in the morning and also decays earlier in the evening, so that it exceeds and 

falls below MLH during these times respectively. Such time lag is consistent with the discussion of Träumner et al. 

(2011) who state that MH captures the state of the turbulence at a given time while MLH rather represents the concept 

of past (or “fossil”) turbulence portrayed by ABL aerosol and moisture.  

Measurement location and synoptic settings may impact the conclusions drawn. The MLH and MH comparison for 

clear-sky days from different locations in England, France and Germany presented by Träumner et al. (2011) vary 

considerably. Barlow et al. (2011) find nocturnal agreement to decrease and daytime values to become more similar for 

cloud-free periods in central London, whereas Schween et al. (2014) see no clear effect when applying a cloud filter in 

rural Germany. With the variety of ABL conditions (Harvey et al., 2015; Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018a), the synoptic 

background is important for atmospheric stratification and hence both turbulent structures and aerosol distributions 

should be considered in a detailed comparison of MH and MLH measurements.   

Instrument details (e.g. laser power, optical overlap), data processing, and choice of detection algorithms are likely to be 

important. For all lidar sensors the optical overlap affects the minimum height at which a layer can be detected. High-

power sensors often have a longer blind zone where shallow layers might be missed. The overlap can be corrected to a 

certain degree, but careful processing might be required (Hervo et al., 2016). Kotthaus et al. (2016) demonstrate that 

hardware configuration, firmware version and data processing can impact the attenuated backscatter observed with 

Vaisala CL31 ceilometers. Its predecessor (Vaisala CT25K) used by Schween et al. (2014) has similar issues, which if 

not addressed carefully can lead to increased MLH uncertainties. The method applied to determine MLH from 

attenuated backscatter severely impacts results (e.g. Geiß et al., 2017). While the various methods mostly agree with 

respect to the initial detection of significant layers, the layer attribution task is the main challenge (Haeffelin et al., 

2012). A robust way of deriving MH is to use a simple threshold of vertical velocity variance or standard deviation 

(Träumner et al., 2011). However, scan pattern and processing algorithm (Bonin et al., 2017) and the choice of 

threshold (Schween et al., 2014) can all affect the final MH estimate.   

The objectives of this paper are to quantify the difference between the turbulence-derived MH and aerosol-derived 

MLH obtained after careful quality control using advanced detection algorithms (Sect. 2). Comparing observations 

taken at several sites in central London (Sect. 3), implications of instrument-related aspects and spatial displacement are 

analysed first for both ALC and Doppler lidar to estimate the uncertainty inherent in the MLH and MH results, 

respectively. This provides the context for the comparison of MLH and MH under different ABL conditions. 

Conclusions drawn (Sect. 4) have implications for any measurement or modelling study concerned with turbulent 

mixing within the ABL.   

2. Study area 
This study is conducted in central London, one of the largest European cities (1572 km2) with a population of 8.8 m in 

2016 (ONS, 2017). Urban effects such as increased surface roughness (e.g. Kent et al., 2017), anthropogenic heat 

emissions (e.g. Bohnenstengel et al., 2014; Gabey et al., 2018; Lindberg et al., 2013), reduced moisture availability (e.g. 

Ward et al., 2015) and large heat storage (e.g. Sun et al., 2017) clearly affect the surface energy balance (Kotthaus and 

Grimmond, 2014) and boundary layer dynamics (Barlow et al., 2015) in London. Air quality is a major concern in this 

dense urban environment (e.g. Bohnenstengel et al., 2015) where pollution from both long-range transport and local 

emissions (e.g. Visser et al., 2015) cause severe health issues and even impact mortality (e.g. Atkinson et al., 2016).  

2 Instrumentation and processing 

Two heterodyne, pulsed, scanning Doppler lidars (Stream Line, HALO Photonics) and two ALC (CL31, Vaisala) are 

used to derive MH and MLH, respectively. Differences in sensor height (Table 2) are accounted for as all analysis is 

performed in m above ground level (agl). 
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The 1.5 µm wavelength Doppler lidars (HALO-1 and HALO-2) have a pulse repetition frequency of 10 kHz and a 

sampling frequency of 50 MHz. Integrated signals were output every 3.6 s (sampling rate of 0.278 Hz) at a range 

resolution of 30 m (HALO-1) or 18 m (HALO-2). Returns were spurious in the first three range gates of both due to the 

geometry of the transmitter and receiver so here analyses start at the fourth range gate (mid-point 105 m above the 

HALO-1 and 63 m above the HALO-2). Empirical correction factors (obtained based on communication with the 

manufacturer) are applied to lidar attenuated backscatter to account for the focal length of HALO-1 being set to 500 m, 

however, no corrections are required for HALO-2 which was operated with a focal length set to infinity (Hirsikko et al., 

2014). No focus correction is needed for the Doppler velocities, which are used to derive MH in this paper. Different 

scan patterns (SP, cycle length indicated by subscript; Table 1, Table 2) were used depending on objectives. In “vertical 

stare mode” the beam points upwards permitting vertical velocity variance to be measured from which mixing height is 

calculated.  

 

Table 1: Doppler lidar scan patterns (SP) by cycle length including a combination of vertical stare and scanning modes (Doppler Beam 
Swinging (DBS), Range Height Indicator (RHI) and non-stare user defined (UD)) with respective duration [s]. For SP3600, the 1st – 3rd 
stare and scan modes are repeated once. 

Scan pattern SP120 SP347 SP981 SP3600 

Cycle length 120 347 981 3600 

1st vertical stare 99 310 150 50 

1st scan mode 21 (DBS) 37 (DBS) 153 (RHI) + 36 (DBS) 40 (UD) 

2nd vertical stare   150 210 

2nd scan mode   492 (UD) 500 (UD) 

3rd vertical stare    700 

3rd scan mode 

4th vertical stare 

4th scan mode 

   500 (UD) 

700 

500 (UD) 

5th vertical stare    400 

 

Data with low signal to noise ratio (SNR < 0.019952 or -17 dB) are removed to maintain errors in single velocity 

estimates at 0.15 m s-1 or less (Lane et al. 2013). A moving average filter is applied to increase SNR in a similar way to 

the ALC sensor data, to allow fair comparison of the instruments. Vertical velocity variance (σw
2 ) at each gate height is 

calculated for a symmetric sliding window of 3600 s. An unweighted, symmetric moving average of 90 m (either 3 or 5 

range gates) is applied to the vertical profile of σw
2 . This procedure is repeated every second, giving smoothed vertical 

profiles at 1 s resolution starting 1800 s after the beginning and ending 1800 s before the end of each 24 h daily period. 

For each smoothed vertical profile of σw
2  MH is calculated as the height up to which σw

2  > 0.1 m2 s-2 (Barlow et al., 

2011; Halios and Barlow, 2017). MH is given by the 60 min mean between sunrise and sunset, and 30 min at night. The 

different averaging periods aim to capture the longer turbulence scales during day and possible stationarity issues at 

night (Stull, 1988). When MH falls below the minimum detection limit of the Doppler lidar, its value is set to the 

respective lowest possible value. 

 

Finally, a quality control step removes spurious outliers. Block-averaged MH is filtered using the relative deviation of 

mean (MHmean(t)) and median MH (MHmedian(t)) within the block average at time step t: 

|
𝑀𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑡)−𝑀𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑡)

𝑀𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑡)
|  > 0.2 ( 1 ) 

and the temporal variability between successive time steps t-1, t and t+1: 

[
𝑀𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑡) − 

𝑀𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑡−1)+𝑀𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑡+1)

2

𝑀𝐻𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛(𝑡)
] > 0.5 ( 2 ) 

MH values that meet both criteria at time t are excluded from analysis. These filters remove overall 15% of the Doppler 

lidar MH data (24% for HALO-1 with SP3600, 19% for HALO-2 with SP120 and 13-14% otherwise). 

The commonly deployed Vaisala CL31 ALC sensor operates at a wavelength of 905 ± 10 nm. Its single-lens design 

gives a region of incomplete optical overlap that extends to a range of 70 m and its effect is entirely corrected for by 

internal processing. Attenuated backscatter and cloud base height (CBH) are recorded at a resolution of 15 s and 10 m 

with the H2=on setting as recommended by the manufacturer (Kotthaus et al., 2016). Observations collected by two 

CL31 of hardware generation 321 (here labelled CL31-C and CL31-D, Table 2) are operated at four sites in central 

London (Table 2, Figure 1). Given instrument-related artefacts can significantly impact the quality of attenuated 

backscatter recorded, background effects and near-range artefacts are corrected (Kotthaus et al., 2016; Kotthaus and 

Grimmond, 2018a). SNR is increased by applying a smoothing average over 25 min and 110 m and data with low SNR 

are filtered out before applying the “CABAM” algorithm to detect MLH (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018a). CABAM 

uses a series of decision criteria to track MLH based on strong vertical gradients in attenuated backscatter. It further 

classifies the ABL according to cloud cover and cloud type in relation to MLH. The CABAM algorithm has been 

successfully evaluated against thermodynamic indicators of the ABL height (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018a). MLH 
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detection is restricted to the lowest 3 km of the atmosphere, given the ABL over London is always clearly below this 

limit. Attenuated backscatter from CL31 can be used for MLH detection up from the first range gate and the lowest 

detectable layer is 50 m above the sensor with the approach applied here.  

The CABAM detection algorithm operates at the attenuated backscatter recorded resolution. After the automatic 

detection and layer attribution procedure, results are block-averaged to 15 min resolution, based on time ending. In 

addition to the entirely automatic detection results obtained with CABAM, Kotthaus and Grimmond (2018a) perform a 

supervised MLH detection based on this algorithm. While the two estimates generally agree well regarding their long-

term climatology, differences can be large for individual days. Here, supervised CABAM results obtained for CL31-C 

(MLH_sCL31-C) are considered the most reliable MLH estimate and automatic CABAM results for both CL31-C and 

CL31-D are included in the analysis to indicate uncertainty in derived MLH that may arise from errors in automatic 

layer attribution, instrument-related differences in the observed attenuated backscatter profiles and/or spatial 

displacement. 

The Vaisala CBH algorithm applies dynamic temporal averaging to detect up to three cloud layers at the set resolution. 

However, no details are available for this proprietary method. The probed area at 2000 m is about 2 m2 given the beam 

divergence of the CL31 (±0.4 mrad). To analyse a large spatial extent, the 1st percentile of CBH reported in a 30 min 

moving window is assigned to each 15 s measurement interval. Based on a histogram of all CBH within a 15 min block 

period at raw resolution of 10 m, minimum CBH is taken as the first bin with at least two counts (i.e. 30 s). Here, only 

CBH ≤ 3000 m agl are considered relevant for the ABL analysis. Cloud cover (CC) at each 15 s interval is the 

percentage of times with CBH ≤ 3000 m within the 30-min moving window, this is block-averaged to 15 min.  

Table 2: Measurement locations and settings by sensor for the time periods analysed.  

Sensor Site Scan 

pattern 

Time period analysed Vertical resolution [ m 

] 

Sensor height [m 

agl] 

HALO-1 KCL SP347 01/10/2010 – 22/11/2010 30 33.9 

 KCL SP981 23/11/2010 – 18/02/2011 30 33.9 

 WCC SP120 21/05/2011 – 11/01/2012 30 15.0 

 IC SP3600 12/01/2012 – 08/02/2012 30 34.0 

 WCC SP120 28/07/2012 – 17/08/2012 30 15.0 

HALO-2 NK SP120 23/07/2012 – 17/08/2012 18   0.0 

CL31-C KCL NA 21/09/2010 – 02/03/2011 10 32.9 

 MR NA 09/03/2011 – 31/12/2012 10 4.5 

CL31-D KCL NA 23/09/2010 – 07/01/2011 10 32.9 

 RGS NA 19/01/2011 – 01/02/2011 10 8.7 

 NK NA 02/02/2011 – 31/12/2012 10 3.8 
 

Results are analysed at their respective temporal resolution: 15 min (MLH), 30 min (MH at night) and 60 min (MH 

daytime). For the direct comparison of individual sampling intervals, MLH is block-averaged dynamically to match the 

temporal resolution of MH. Common metrics are used to compare the various estimates: root mean square error 

(RMSE), mean bias error (MBE), mean absolute error (MAE), coefficient of determination (R2), linear regression 

described by slope (a) and intercept (b), and hit rate (HR). The latter is defined as the percentage of discrepancies 

remaining below a set threshold. To account for different sources of uncertainty, individual thresholds are chosen when 

comparing supervised to automatic MLH results from the same ALC (1 m), supervised to automatic MLH results from 

two ALC (35 m), MH from two Doppler lidars (70 m), or MLH and MH (70 m). 

 

Figure 1: Measurement locations of Doppler lidars and ALC 
(Table 2) in central London, UK: North Kensington (NK), Royal 
Geographical Society (RGS), Imperial College (IC), Westminster 
City Council (WCC), Marylebone Road (MR), and King’s College 
London (KCL). Inset shows location of central urban study 
areas within Greater London in Southeast England.  

 

CABAM includes a module to detect occurrence of rainfall within the region analysed (here < 3 km) based on the shape 

and magnitude of the attenuated backscatter profile. If complex rainfall patterns hinder the successful detection of MLH 

by CABAM, the 15 min period is flagged and excluded from analysis. Here, this flag is applied to the Doppler lidar MH 
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estimates to ensure consistency. The high-resolution ALC rainfall flag was found more suitable than rainfall records 

from auxiliary surface observations (e.g. from a tipping bucket rain gauge). 

3. Results  

Various estimates of the turbulence-based MH and the aerosol-based MLH are compared using the supervised MLH 

estimates from ALC CL31-C as reference (Figure 2a-r, Table 3). The comparisons are shown for all available data 

(Figure 2a, g, m), for the inter-comparison period (‘Int’) when CL31-C and CL31-D (Figure 2b, h) or CL31-C and 

HALO-1 (Figure 2a), respectively, were operated at the same site (Table 2), and divided by season (Figure 2c-f; i-l; o-

r). Days that fall in the respective Int period (CL31-D and CL31-C: 21/09/2010 – 07/01/2011; HALO-1 and CL31-C: 

21/09/2010 – 02/03/2011) are excluded from the seasonal comparison which only shows observations gathered by 

sensors operating in differing locations. In addition, MH derived from Doppler lidar HALO-1 is compared to results 

based on observations of HALO-2 for a few weeks in summer 2012 (Figure 2s, Table 3). 

These comparisons allow for sources of uncertainty in MLH detection to be explored (Sect. 3.1) that are associated with 

the MLH algorithm and ALC instrument-specific characteristics, respectively. To quantify the uncertainty in MH 

detection introduced by the choice of scan pattern (Sect. 2), an independent set of Doppler lidar observations is analysed 

(Sect. 3.2). The impact of operating two sensors of the same make and model at sites several kilometres apart (Figure 1) 

is assessed for both MLH and MH results (Sect. 3.3). Implications of sensor specifics and siting should be considered 

when comparing MH and MLH derived from turbulence- and aerosol-based retrievals, respectively (Sect. 3.4).  

3.1. Uncertainty in aerosol-derived mixed layer height 

It has been recognised that the major uncertainty in deriving MLH from attenuated backscatter is associated with the 

task of layer attribution (Haeffelin et al., 2012) as it can be challenging to determine which layer is associated with the 

top of the ML or the top of the residual layer (RL; Haman et al., 2012). The CABAM algorithm (Sect. 2) uses several 

decision criteria to track MLH through the day. Comparing CABAM MLH over London to temperature inversion 

heights determined from AMDAR profiles illustrates the ALC algorithm tends to assign MLH to a layer below the 

residual layer height during night and morning transition and the height of the ABL in the afternoon (Kotthaus and 

Grimmond, 2018a). This suggests, the task of layer attribution is generally accomplished successfully. 

Kotthaus and Grimmond (2018a) report the greatest uncertainty of CABAM-derived MLH to be associated with the 

detection of layers in the near range (< 200 m). Although near-range artefacts commonly found in Vaisala CL31 

attenuated backscatter profiles (Kotthaus et al., 2016) are corrected on average, remains of these signatures and 

increased noise inherent in the lowest range gate can cause artificial vertical gradients at times (Kotthaus and 

Grimmond, 2018a). The CABAM algorithm includes a module to distinguish physically reasonable layers in the lowest 

few hundred metres from those introduced by artefacts and noise based on temporal height variability. This module 

could still be improved: the automatic procedure occasionally excludes a layer that appears to trace a real dynamic 

process, or the automatic procedure does not remove some artificial layers. A supervised operation of CABAM allows 

for these artefacts to be excluded and for the near-range module to be supported by manual layer selection (i.e. judge 

which layers should be considered for automatic MLH tracing). The supervised approach was performed for CL31-C 

operated at KCL and MR (Table 2). 

In addition to the near-range artefacts, height-dependent averaging used in Vaisala firmware versions < 1.72 (hardware 

generation 311) and < 2.03 (hardware generation 321) and the ripple effect associated with some transmitter 

components (Kotthaus et al., 2016) occasionally introduce artificial layers at higher ranges, especially when SNR is 

low. So far, no automatic procedure is available to exclude unwanted candidate layers > 200 m from CABAM MLH 

detection but they are addressed by the supervised CABAM procedure. 

Within the period analysed (01/09/2010-31/12/2012), a MLH estimate is available for 86.9% and 87.1% of the time 

with attenuated backscatter profiles recorded with CL31-C when using the automatic (MLHCL31-C) and supervised 

(MLH_sCL31-C) detection, respectively. The value of MLH from CL31-C is altered by the supervised CABAM detection 

for only 1.28% of the available cases. For 0.1% a MLH estimate available via the automatic detection is removed 

during supervised detection. For 0.3% of the supervised results no detection is possible with the fully automatic 

procedure. As a consequence, few changes to the overall MLH results occur with most points falling on the 1:1 line 

(Figure 2a), consistent with a high correlation coefficient, negligible MBE and very high HR (Table 3).  

While few changes occur during the inter-comparison period (Figure 2b), the remaining winter days (Figure 2c) and 

autumn (Figure 2f), the uncertainty associated with the automatic detection increases with absolute values of MLH. 

Hence, slightly more scatter and increased RMSE is found in spring (Figure 2d) and summer (Figure 2e), but the slope 

of the linear relations remains high and MAE and MBE low (Table 3). This demonstrates that general characteristics of 

MLH are captured well with the automatic procedure, although the supervised detection results may differ greatly for 

individual periods at times. The automatic detection underestimates MLH occasionally (spring and summer; Figure 2d, 

e), especially in the afternoon. In spring, the automatic detection tends to assign layers around 400 m as MLH (170 

15 min-periods), when a higher layer appears to be more reasonable based on the supervised detection. These are likely 

associated with false layers introduced by the range-dependant internal averaging conducted in old firmware versions. 

In summer, most cases of MLH underestimation are associated with cloudy conditions (Figure S.1, Figure S.2) while 
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overestimation very rarely occurs and is mainly associated with the evening transition around sunset, a time of great 

uncertainty in aerosol-based MLH detection. Aerosols dispersed within the ML likely form new layers after the 

turbulent mixing decays, gradients tend to be less pronounced and the presence of multiple layers makes the task of 

layer attribution challenging.  

 

 

Figure 2: Aerosol-derived MLH from two ALC (CL31-C (a-f) and CL31-D (g-l)) and turbulence-derived MH from Doppler lidar HALO-1 
(m-r) against (a-r) aerosol-derived MLH_s from CL31-C including supervised layer selection for (a, g, m) all data available in 10/2010 
– 12/2012, (b, h, n) the inter-comparison period with the respective pair of sensors located at KCL (Table 2), and times with HALO-1, 
CL31-C and CL31-D at different locations (Table 2) separated by season: (c, i, o) winter, (d, j, p) spring, (e, k, q) summer, and (f, l, r) 
autumn; (s) shows comparison of MH from HALO-1 at WCC against HALO-2 at NK. Colours indicate time relative to sunrise. For the 
comparison of entirely automatic MLHCL31-C against supervised MLH_sCL31-C, most points fall on the 1:1 line. Temporal resolution is 
15 min for MLH, 1 h for MH during night, and 30 min for MH during day. For comparison between MLH and MH (m-r), MLH is block 
averaged to match the resolution of MH. (dashed line) linear relation with slope and intercept given in Table 3; (solid line) 1:1 line. 
This figure of all conditions can be compared to Figure S.1 for cloud-free and Figure S.2 for cloudy conditions. 

Discrepancies between MLH from two ALC operated at the same site (MLHCL31-D compared to MLH_sCL31-C during Int 

at KCL, Table 2) are larger (Figure 2h) than the uncertainties of CABAM (Figure 2b). While MBE is still small and the 

slope mostly close to unity (Table 3), the correlation between the two estimates is clearly reduced and more 

observations deviate from the 1:1 line with higher MAE and RMSE. Given the disagreement between MLHCL31-D and 

MLH_sCL31-C is often associated with layers in the lowest several hundred metres, an improved near-range module of 

CABAM could help to reduce the discrepancy in future studies. Especially during night when atmospheric mixing is 

reduced, it is challenging to automatically distinguish instrument related artefacts and actual atmospheric layers in the 

near-range of the ALC profiles. Still, as indicated by HR (Table 3), the vast majority MLHCL31-D deviates from 

MLH_sCL31-C by less than 35 m (and 76% by less than 5 m).  

3.2. Uncertainty in turbulence-derived mixing height  

The effect of using different scan patterns to measure the vertical velocity (w), the variable used to determine MH 

(Sect. 2), is tested using data obtained with a non-scanning Halo Photonics Doppler lidar located at Chilbolton 

Observatory (51°09’N, 01°26’W). It was run in vertical stare mode with a sampling frequency of 0.0256 Hz (1 

integration every 39 s) and a range resolution of 36 m. These observations are selected because the instrument was 

continuously operating in one scanning mode, so that any scan pattern can be simulated by using subsets of the 

measurements. Some gaps in the time series occur caused by, for example, low atmospheric aerosol concentrations. 

Cloud base height is defined simply as being the height at which Doppler lidar SNR increased above a threshold of -

2 dB and ranged between 200 m and 1020 m agl. Nine days are selected for the scan pattern comparison: four with clear 

skies (28/09/2011-01/10/2011) and five cloudy days (17/06/2011, 28/06/2011, 07/09/2011, 21/11/2011, and 

20/08/2012).  

To simulate different scan patterns, the Chilbolton w data at each height is linearly interpolated to a sampling frequency 

of 1 Hz (base case scenario) and then sampled every 4 s (0.25 Hz) to approximate the London lidars’ sampling rate. 

This time series is sub-sampled to mimic the vertical stare measurements of the four different scan patterns used in 

London (Sect. 2; Table 2).  
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Figure 3: Mixing height (MH) obtained for different scan patterns (Table 2) compared to the base case scenario scan pattern 
(continuous vertical stare at 1 Hz) for (a) all days selected, (b) cloud-free days and (c) cloudy days. (dashed line) linear relation with 
slope and intercept given in  

The scan patterns cause some differences from the base pattern (Figure 3, Error! Not a valid bookmark self-

reference.). The MH observed with shorter cycle scan patterns (SP120 and SP347) have generally very good agreement 

with the reference. Disagreement increases for longer cycle patterns (SP981 and SP3600), likely because the smaller 

number of w observations cause greater uncertainty in vertical velocity variance estimates. While comparison statistics 

are slightly better during clear-sky conditions (Table 4b) for SP120, SP347 and SP981, errors are slightly reduced during 

cloudy cases for SP3600 (Table 4c). Given the small sample size these results should be interpreted with care. 

Fortunately, the most erroneous scan pattern (SP3600) was used for only 28 days in London (Table 2). Here we assume 

the uncertainty introduced from using a range of scan patterns is negligible.  
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Table 4; (solid line) 1:1 line. 

 

Table 3: Statistics of the comparison between MLH from CL31-C and CL31-D, and MH from HALO-1 against supervised MLH_s from 
CL31-C for all available data (Table 2), the inter-comparison period (Int) with sensors at the KCL site, and divided by season; last row 
of each: comparison of MHHALO-1 against MHHALO-2. Statistics (N: number of samples, MAE: mean absolute error, MBE: mean bias error, 
RMSE: root mean square error, a: slope of linear correlation, b: intercept of linear correlation, R2: correlation coefficient, HR: hit rate 
with individual thresholds for MLHCL31-C (1 m), MLHCL31-D (35 m), and MHHALO-1 (70 m), respectively) correspond to scatterplots: a) all 
(Figure 2), b) cloud-free (Figure S.1), and c) cloudy (Figure S.2). Units are m (MBE, MAE, RMSE, b), dimensionless (N, a) and % (HR). 

  MLHCL31-C MLHCL31-D MHHALO-1 

a) all N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR 

M
L

H
_
s C

L
3

1
-C

 All 64416 -3 10 95 0.98 9 0.95 99 55943 -1 98 220 0.98 13 0.73 57 10020 102 263 378 1.63 -256 0.47 23 

Int 8888 0 2 36 1.00 -1 0.98 100 6649 -3 42 158 0.99 3 0.72 89 3779 132 226 330 2.03 -359 0.41 26 

DJF 13244 4 4 56 1.01 0 0.97 99 10845 13 90 193 1.07 -22 0.61 56 1498 60 260 357 1.76 -372 0.40 22 

MAM 13947 -15 20 149 0.95 15 0.90 97 12993 -22 117 260 0.92 30 0.70 53 192 170 321 437 1.45 -181 0.45 17 

JJA 13728 -5 15 115 0.98 12 0.95 98 12170 -9 120 247 0.99 -5 0.76 46 2301 111 337 478 1.53 -276 0.49 19 

SON 14609 0 4 50 1.00 1 0.98 99 13286 14 95 198 1.00 12 0.73 54 2250 65 247 343 1.71 -320 0.48 22 

MHHALO-2                 427 118 215 326 0.93 174 0.84 26 

b) clear N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR 

M
L

H
_
s C

L
3

1
-C

 All 16638 1 13 98 0.99 4 0.92 98 15067 8 102 208 1.05 -17 0.66 53 2242 -24 200 293 1.27 -141 0.31 33 

Int 1894 -3 9 75 1.01 -6 0.92 98 1319 17 66 183 1.07 -12 0.61 82 680 45 166 248 1.58 -157 0.24 40 

DJF 2532 9 9 72 1.01 5 0.94 98 2208 16 113 233 1.14 -45 0.47 50 388 -98 182 246 0.95 -73 0.52 31 

MAM 5080 -8 15 107 0.95 17 0.91 97 4893 -4 104 213 1.00 -7 0.65 53 43 113 343 442 3.11 -1195 0.13 12 

JJA 3044 12 24 150 1.03 -2 0.86 97 2802 8 100 200 1.10 -47 0.75 45 484 -23 225 328 1.32 -180 0.32 28 

SON 4088 2 5 50 1.00 1 0.98 99 3845 17 105 201 1.05 -3 0.66 49 647 -61 219 321 1.35 -219 0.28 32 

MHHALO-2                 103 119 187 246 0.72 228 0.75 28 

c) cloudy N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 HR 

M
L

H
_

s C
L

3
1

-C
 All 47414 -5 9 93 0.98 10 0.95 99 40819 -5 97 225 0.96 20 0.73 58 7778 138 281 399 1.65 -251 0.48 20 

Int 6954 0 0 11 1 1 1 100 5329 -8 37 151 0.98 2 0.74 91 3099 151 239 345 2.12 -412 0.41 23 

DJF 10628 4 4 51 1.01 -2 0.97 99 8597 13 84 182 1.05 -16 0.64 58 1110 115 287 388 1.9 -414 0.38 19 

MAM 8784 -20 24 168 0.96 13 0.89 97 8097 -32 124 285 0.9 42 0.69 53 149 186 315 435 1.36 -111 0.49 19 

JJA 10598 -9 13 102 0.97 12 0.96 98 9358 -14 126 260 0.98 1 0.74 46 1817 147 367 511 1.55 -285 0.47 16 

SON 10450 -1 3 49 1 0 0.98 99 9438 13 90 196 0.99 17 0.74 56 1603 115 258 352 1.73 -303 0.52 18 

MHHALO-2                 324 118 223 347 0.94 177 0.84 26 

 

The scan patterns cause some differences from the base pattern (Figure 3, Error! Not a valid bookmark self-

reference.). The MH observed with shorter cycle scan patterns (SP120 and SP347) have generally very good agreement 

with the reference. Disagreement increases for longer cycle patterns (SP981 and SP3600), likely because the smaller 

number of w observations cause greater uncertainty in vertical velocity variance estimates. While comparison statistics 

are slightly better during clear-sky conditions (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.b) for SP120, SP347 and 

SP981, errors are slightly reduced during cloudy cases for SP3600 (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.c). 

Given the small sample size these results should be interpreted with care. Fortunately, the most erroneous scan pattern 

(SP3600) was used for only 28 days in London (Table 2). Here we assume the uncertainty introduced from using a range 

of scan patterns is negligible.  
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Table 4: Statistics of the comparison between MH from a HALO Doppler lidar operated at a rural site in continuous vertical stare 
mode using the various scan patterns (SP; Sect. 2) against the base case scenario (Sect. 3.2). Statistics (N: number of samples, MBE: 
mean bias error, MAE: mean absolute error, RMSE: root mean square error, a: slope of linear correlation, b: intercept of linear 
correlation, R2: correlation coefficient) correspond to scatterplots in Figure 3: a) all, b) cloud-free, and c) cloudy. Units are m (unless 
dimensionless). 

a) all N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 

SP120 100 -2 12 23 0.98 5 0.99 

SP347 100 -4 10 20 0.98 5 0.99 

SP981 97 -36 50 73 0.95 -13 0.92 

SP3600 92 -42 56 88 0.93 -8 0.88 

b) clear N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 

SP120 35 1 13 18 1.00 1 0.99 

SP347 35 -5 9 15 0.98 4 0.99 

SP981 33 -30 43 53 0.98 -21 0.94 

SP3600 33 -55 61 90 0.90 -7 0.85 

c) cloudy N MBE MAE RMSE a b R2 

SP120 65 -4 12 25 0.98 5 0.99 

SP347 65 -3 10 22 0.98 6 0.99 

SP981 64 -39 54 81 0.94 -11 0.92 

SP3600 59 -35 53 87 0.93 -4 0.89 

 

3.3. Detecting mixing height (MH) and mixed layer height (MLH) at nearby sites 

The MH from HALO-1 and HALO-2 operated with scan pattern SP120 at two sites within central London (WCC and 

NK, Table 2) have good agreement with a high correlation coefficient (Table 3). However, overall statistics indicate 

MH from HALO-1 at WCC is higher than from HALO-2 at NK (MBE = 118 m, MAE = 215 m). This bias is mostly 

associated with nocturnal conditions when MHHALO-2 < 500 m agl, leading to an intercept of the linear relation of 174 m 

and a slope below unity (Table 3). While MHHALO-2 is lower than MHHALO-1 during most nights, the HALO-2 results 

very frequently suggest MH to be below the vertical detection limit of 63 m at this site (MH is set to this value in such 

cases) while HALO-1 mostly detects a layer > 200 m. This may be caused by differences in nocturnal sensible heat 

fluxes (reducing vertical mixing) but the lack of flux observations and being close to the detection limits at both sites 

means this difference cannot be explained here. ALC observations at NK (CL31-D) and (MR, i.e. near WCC) suggest 

atmospheric stratification does not seem to favour a fast settling of the aerosols during these nights. Both MLH results 

generally agree with the nocturnal MH values at WCC (not shown). For the period with both Doppler lidars operational 

(28/07/2012 – 17/08/2012) MLH from the ALC at MR and NK is in slightly better agreement (MBE = -37 m; MAE = 

138 m; RMSE = 269 m) than MH from two sensors at different sites with similar distance. Given the importance of the 

NK and MR air quality monitoring stations (e.g. Harrison, 2017), future studies should instrument and continue to 

investigate the relation of turbulent mixing and vertical aerosol dispersion in this area.  

Discrepancies between MLH estimates derived from the two ALC located at MR and RGS or NK (distance between 

MR and RGS or NK ≈ 3-4 km), respectively (Table 2), are slightly increased (Table 3; Figure 2i-l) compared to results 

determined for the same two sensors operated in close vicinity during the inter-comparison setup (Int, Sect. 3.1), i.e. the 

reduction in HR reveals the spatial displacement has a systematic effect. Temporal analysis (not shown) does not 

identify a specific time of day associated with the increased discrepancies. Detailed case studies may reveal certain 

conditions when MLH characteristics vary spatially even within the central London study area (e.g. spatial variations 

associated with sea breeze fronts have been illustrated based on the ALC measurements; Bohnenstengel et al., 2015b), 

however, analysis of such special cases is beyond the scope of this study. As both positive and negative MLH 

differences occur, the MBE remain very small and the linear relations are described by a slope close to unity and 

minimal intercept. The increase in RMSE and MAE for MLH during spring and summer is also found in the 

comparison between the automatic and supervised detection from the same sensor (MLHCL31-C vs. MLH_sCL31-C). This 

suggests, general features of MLH at the central London sites (Figure 1) are very similar or subtle differences are often 

undetectable due to algorithm- and sensor-related uncertainties (Sect. 3.1). Hence, it is considered acceptable to 

combine observations across sites when calculating overall diurnal trends (Sect. 3.4.4).  

3.4. Comparison of mixing height and mixed layer height 

The turbulence-derived MH from Doppler lidar HALO-1 and supervised, aerosol-derived MLH from ALC CL31-C are 

compared for all days with data available from both sensors: irrespective of measurement site (Figure 2m), for the inter-

comparison period (Table 2) with the two sensors operating at KCL (Figure 2n), and for the remaining time separated 

by season (Figure 2o-r).  

Overall (Table 3), MHHALO-1 tends to exceed MLH_sCL31-C (MBE = 102 m; MAE = 263 m). However, for MH < 1000 m 

agl, MLH is often higher than the turbulence-derived MH so the linear regression intercept is strongly negative and the 

slope around 1.5-2.0. Again, MBE and RMSE increase with general magnitude of MH and MLH so that nominal 

discrepancy between the estimates is greatest in spring and summer. 
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The most distinct difference between MH and MLH occurs during the morning when the boundary layer is growing. 

This is particularly evident during summer (Figure 2q) when MH can be more than twice MLH around 4 h after sunrise. 

From about 8 h after sunrise, the MH and MLH estimates converge again. Occasionally in summer MLH is about twice 

MH just before sunset (i.e. 16-18 h after sunrise). These situations are usually associated with clouds (cf. Figure S.1q 

and Figure S.2q). During cloud-free conditions, MLH frequently exceeds MH so the overall bias is negative and the 

slope is below unity during winter. 

Over- and underestimations of MLH compared to MH occur both during cloudy and ABL cloud-free situations (Figure 

S.1, Figure S.2, Table 3b,c). To investigate the conditions that determine agreement between the two layers, case 

studies are analysed when the ALC and Doppler lidar are in close vicinity (either both at KCL or HALO-1 at WCC and 

CL31 at MR, Figure 1) to eliminate spatial effects.  

3.4.1. Role of vertical mixing and atmospheric stability 

The case studies of fully or partly cloud-free ABL conditions reveal a significant impact of the vertical mixing on the 

diurnal patterns of MH and MLH and their relative agreement (Figure 4). In response to strong turbulent mixing (Figure 

4a), clear diurnal dilution variations are evident from the attenuated backscatter profiles (Figure 4b) and MLH rises in 

the morning with a delay of about 1.5 h relative to MH. On most days, afternoon values of MH are 100 – 350 m greater 

than MLH, but still mark the top of the same layer.  

On 30/09/2011 MLH picks up an aerosol layer 680 m below MH. Analysis of numerical weather prediction model 

fields (Lean et al., in preparation) reveals a weak temperature inversion is present at around 760 m agl on this day, 

below the capping inversion, suggesting that the aerosol-derived MLH is actually associated with a layer with increased 

static stability. If the mixing layer is composed of two sub-layers such as in this case, uncertainty in layer attribution is 

significant for both MH and MLH detection techniques. While MH and MLH often decay nearly simultaneously in the 

afternoon, a clear delay is found in the evening of the 02/10/2011 as vertical gradients in attenuated backscatter are less 

pronounced than on the preceding days (Figure 4b). The MLH follows the top of the aerosol layer at the height of the 

daytime MLH well into the night. MH and MLH show very good agreement during stable nocturnal stratification 

(Figure 4a,b). If aerosols and moisture are well-dispersed within the ABL and stratification is rather unstable (Figure 

4c-f), large differences may occur with either bias possible. For partly cloudy conditions with strongly unstable 

atmospheric stratification presumably extending above the ABL as indicated by clouds and light rainfall (13/12/2011; 

Figure 4e), temporal variability in MH is clearly increased and MH exceeds MLH by several hundred metres even 

before sunrise.  

 

Figure 4: (a, c, e) Vertical velocity variance and (b, d, f) logarithm of attenuated backscatter with respective top panels showing MLH_s 
and MH estimates as symbols for case study periods with (a, b) mostly cloud-free conditions with clear signature in diurnal dilution, 
(c, d) partly cloudy conditions with vertically distributed aerosol and moisture, and (e, f) partly cloudy conditions with strong vertical 
motion and some precipitation. Background shading represents solar zenith angle. Precipitation and clouds cause high values of 
attenuated backscatter (> 10-5).  
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3.4.2. The role of convective clouds 

The presence of clouds can affect retrievals of both MH and MLH and hence their relative agreement (Figure 5). On 

days with ABL clouds following a night without clouds or nocturnal MLH < CBH, morning growth rates of MLH are 

often very high (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018b; Pal and Haeffelin, 2015), as seen in the selected ABL cloud case 

study days (Figure 5a-d). Nocturnal values of MH and MLH generally capture the same layer on most nights. The MH 

may be both slightly higher (30/06/2011-01/07/2011; 03/07/2011-04/07/2011; 10/08/2012-11/08/2012) or lower 

(02/07/2011-03/07/2011; 09/08/2012-10/08/2012) than MLH by up to about 200 m. During daytime continuous, one-

layer Cumulus clouds at the top of the ABL, MH and MLH are very similar (Figure 5a-d).  

Discrepancy increases with cloud complexity, e.g. when two cloud layers are present (02/07/2011,  Figure 5a,b) or 

broken fair-weather Cumuli appear (e.g. 09/08/2012, Figure 5c, d). In the latter case, turbulent vertical motion might not 

be well-established up to cloud level. For very complex convective clouds (causing scattered regions of high β in Figure 

5e-h), MH can be 2-3 times the MLH (CABAM does not allow MLH to be located far above CBH) and temporal 

variability in MH is generally high with fluctuations of hundreds of metres between individual 60 min periods.  

MLH is restricted by the vertical dilution of aerosols and moisture within the ABL. Where particle concentrations are 

generally low, the SNR below cloud level might not be sufficient to determine a clear ALC signal (e.g. Figure 5f) 

introducing increased uncertainty to the MLH detection compared to cases with more ABL particles present (e.g. Figure 

5b, d). Rainfall can introduce complex layering within the ABL that makes the task of layer attribution more 

challenging (Figure 5h). Despite the vertical variability in attenuated backscatter during this latter case, the aerosol 

layers traced by MLH appear to be associated with changes in the vertical velocity variance (Figure 5g) in a similar 

manner as on more simple days (Figure 5a, c).    

 

Figure 5: (a, c, e, g) Vertical velocity variance and (b, d, f, h) logarithm of attenuated backscatter with respective top panels showing 
MLH_s and MH estimates as symbols for case study periods with (a, b, c, d) boundary layer clouds forming at the top of the ABL, (e, 
f) convective clouds forming on top or above the ABL, and (g, h) convective clouds on top or above the ABL with precipitation. 
Background shading represents solar zenith angle. Precipitation and clouds cause high values of attenuated backscatter (> 10-5). 

3.4.3. The role of stratiform clouds 

MLH and MH have very good agreement when stratiform ABL cloud is present (Figure 6). However, the relation 

between cloud- and surface-driven turbulence is of great importance for both retrievals. If the cloud is mostly decoupled 

from the mixing layer below (e.g. Figure 6a,b) MLH is often marked by a clear gradient in attenuated backscatter. MH 

generally agrees very well with this layer estimate as weak unstable conditions persist during both night and day. For 

the cases presented here, values of MH are on average about 130 m higher than MLH when both coincide with the 

cloud layer. If the cloud-driven turbulence is relatively strong compared to the signal in the mixing layer (e.g. 

02/01/2011), MH suggests there is a continuous layer of turbulence extending up to the cloud. Changes between these 

two states can introduce very high temporal variability of MH and derived growth rates might not represent actual 

surface-driven mixing processes. The simple threshold algorithm (Sect. 2) for MH does not distinguish between cloud- 

and surface-driven turbulence, but additional constraints, such as turbulence skewness can be used to distinguish 

downward-driven mixing due to cloud-top cooling, from upward-driven convection (Hogan et al., 2009). 
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If surface-driven turbulence reaches up to the cloud layer during daytime (Figure 6c) both MLH and MH exhibit a 

transition between a below-cloud layer and the cloud layer during daytime. For stratiform clouds closer to the ground, 

significant vertical gradients in attenuated backscatter below the cloud are rare (Figure 6f), presumably because surface- 

and cloud-driven turbulence might merge even during night time (Figure 6e). Both MH and MLH are mostly located 

near CBH (with MH > MLH). MH may be detected below CBH when surface-driven turbulence might be decoupled 

from the cloud layer (e.g. during the night 28/01/2011-29/01/2011). If this detachment between surface and cloud lasts 

sufficiently long for aerosols to settle a new layer boundary may form and the MLH coincides with this lower nocturnal 

layer, otherwise, the aerosol-derived MLH does identify a layer forming below the cloud. 

Both the Doppler lidar and ALC signals are strongly attenuated within thick water clouds so no observations are 

available far above the cloud base and MH and MLH are practically restricted by their respective SNR filter. The 

physical interpretation of these layer estimates within stratiform clouds needs to be investigated in future studies that 

consider cloud physics and dynamics. 

 

Figure 6: (a, c, e) Vertical velocity variance and (b, d, f) logarithm of attenuated backscatter with respective top panels showing MLH_s 
and MH estimates as symbols, for case study periods with stratiform clouds at the top of the ABL. Background shading represents 
solar zenith angle. Precipitation and clouds cause high values of attenuated backscatter (> 10-5). 

3.4.4. Average diurnal characteristics 

Given the impact of cloud cover and cloud type on the diurnal evolution of the ABL (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018b) 

and the relation between turbulence-derived MH and aerosol-derived MLH (Sect. 3.4.1-3.4.3), the median diurnal 

pattern of the two layer estimates is calculated both by season and ABL class (Figure 7). Classification is taken from the 

CABAM results (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018a). Median diurnal patterns of cloud base height in London can be 

found in the supplementary material of Kotthaus and Grimmond (2018b).  

As expected, solar geometry (i.e. time of day and day in year) clearly affects both MLH (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 

2018b) and MH. Various indicators are used in the literature to define the morning growth phase (including sunrise, 

sensible heat flux cross-over, and thresholds for layer increments e.g. Halios and Barlow, 2017). Here, the Kotthaus and 

Grimmond (2018b) approach is chosen: morning growth phase starts (ends) at the first (last) time when the layer 

exceeds (remains below) a value of its nocturnal minimum plus 10% (80%) of the diurnal range before reaching its 

daily maximum. Accordingly, the evening decay phase is considered to start (end) when the layer is lower (higher) than 

the daily maximum minus 20% (80%) of the diurnal range for the first (last) time after its peak (the beginning of the 

evening decay phase). To account for solar geometry, morning growth period start and end are normalised by day-

length and evening decay period start and end are normalised by night-length (as suggested by Kotthaus and 

Grimmond, 2018b) for comparison of overall daily statistics. 

While nocturnal values of MH and MLH have both good agreement or bias in either direction (Sect. 3.4.1-3.4.3), 

averages agree for most seasons and classes within their respective uncertainty (IQR shading, Figure 7). Both layer 

estimates generally have higher values during cloudy nights than under clear-sky conditions (Barlow et al., 2011; 

Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018b). While some MLH might have the tendency to be slightly higher than MH during 

clear nights in summer (Figure 7e,h) and autumn (Figure 7i) and MH at times exceeds MLH on average under cloud-
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free conditions in winter (Figure 7d), the overall median MLH for clear nights (158 m) is practically the same as that of 

MH (153 m). For cloudy nights, the median minima are very similar (MH = 270 m, MLH = 258 m). These tendencies 

agree with Barlow et al.'s (2011) autumn results that found MH to be slightly shallower than MLH during cloud-free 

nights on average.  

Attenuated backscatter not only increases due to the presence of aerosol but also through their hygroscopic growth 

(Haeffelin et al., 2016). Cooling or warming of certain layers can result in gradients of attenuated backscatter through 

the increase or decrease in relative humidity (Gibert et al., 2007), including a hysteresis effect as aerosol scattering 

properties differ for the two cases (Randriamiarisoa et al., 2006). Hence, it can be expected that some nocturnal 

discrepancies between MH and MLH occur when humidity profiles are not altered through turbulent mixing processes 

but rather radiative cooling. In such cases, the turbulence signature traced by MH might not coincide with the mixed 

layer defined as the volume comprising well-dispersed aerosol and humidity: indeed, a “well-mixed layer” is not 

expected during stable conditions.  

Especially in summer, the diurnal patterns (Figure 7a, e, h, k) clearly illustrate that MH starts growing earlier in the 

morning compared to MLH. On average, the morning growth of MH starts after about 5-10% of the day-length and 

MLH after about 16-19%. For cloudy winter days, MLH often rises simultaneously or even ahead of MH. However, 

these findings should be interpreted with care as layer attribution is challenged in the presence of shallow clouds for 

both MLH and MH retrieval algorithms. A longer analysis period would be required to permit more robust conclusions. 

The median delay in rise of MLH relative to MH is maximal (1 h 45 min) for convective cloud conditions in summer. 

This is similar to Barlow et al.'s (2011) MH increase of 1-2 h ahead of the MLH derived from Doppler lidar backscatter 

(19 days, autumn) averaged across clear and cloudy conditions. During morning growth there may be strong gradients 

in particle concentration, particle type and humidity between the mixed layer and residual layers above, so that 

entrainment of drier air can delay the apparent rise of MLH. Whilst hygroscopic aerosol growth has been frequently 

cited as playing a role for MLH detection (Barlow et al., 2011; Pearson et al., 2010; Schween et al., 2014), detailed 

profile information on both humidity and aerosol composition would be required to quantify such physico-chemical 

mechanisms. 

Not only does the MH start to grow earlier, it also often rises more rapidly. MH grows ~ 1.5 (~ 2.0) times as fast as 

MLH for convective clouds (Figure 7j, k, l) and stratiform clouds (Figure 7m, n), respectively. Only for cloud-free days 

in winter and summer, the median growth rate of MLH (202 m h-1; 190 m h-1) is slightly higher than or similar to that of 

MH (181 m h-1; 198 m h-1). While median growth rates of MLH distinctly differ between classes (from 89 m h-1 for 

stratiform clouds to 245 m h-1 for clear nights followed by convective cloud days), the range in growth rates of MH is 

smaller (178-284 m h-1). For MLH, growth rates during clear-sky days and convective cloud days are close to the 

overall average, while for MH growth rates for the convective class (283 m h-1) are similar to cloudy days following 

cloud-free nights. The morning growth period lasts about 38% of the day-length for both MH and MLH, so the latter 

stagnates later (at ≈ 57% of the day) than the turbulent mixing height (≈ 44% of the day). Both layer estimates have the 

longest morning growth period during clear-sky conditions. Accordingly, maximum MLH is reached between 71% 

(convective clouds) and 80% (cloud-free) of the day, while MH peaks between 58-69% of the day-length, respectively, 

so that MH reaches its maximum about 20 min (convective cloud days in winter) – 1 h 45 min (convective cloud days 

in summer) ahead of MLH. 
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Figure 7: Median diurnal pattern with inter-quartile range (shading) of turbulence-derived MH (1 h and 30 min resolution during 
night and day, respectively) from Doppler lidar and aerosol-derived MLH (15 min) from ALC against time relative to sunrise for (a-c) 
all days with both HALO-1 and CL31-C data available and separated into (d-f) cloud-free conditions, (g-i) clear nights followed by 
cloudy days, (j-l) convective cloud conditions, and (m, n) stratiform cloud conditions. Columns separate days by season: (a, d, g, j, m) 
winter, (b, e, h, k) May and summer, and (c, f, I, l, n) autumn, respectively. ABL classification according to CABAM results (Sect. 2). 
Number of available data points are listed in each subplot. Figure S3 presents this centred on sunset. 

For both layer estimates, the daytime maxima increase with day-length and values are highest for convective cloud days 

following clear-sky nights (MH ≈ 1795 m agl; MLH ≈ 1409 m agl) and lowest for stratiform clouds (MH ≈ 1055 m agl; 

MLH ≈ 747 m agl). Daily maximum MH is greater than that of MLH in most conditions apart from winter clear-sky 

days (Figure 7d). Maxima are generally more similar in the absence of clouds (median difference of maxima ≈ 100 m) 

and the discrepancy is most striking (Figure 7k) for convective cloud conditions (median difference of maxima ≈ 

273 m). This is likely related to the complex cloud patterns (Figure 5g, h) that fall within this category. But the 

structural offset between MLH and MH found for stratiform clouds (Figure 6) is confirmed by the diurnal cycles during 

daytime (Figure 7m,n).  

Barlow et al. (2011) also found daytime maxima of MH and MLH to agree best during clear-sky days and MH to 

considerably exceed MLH during cloudy cases. Given they do not distinguish between convective and stratiform cloud 

conditions, it is likely that a dominance of the latter during their autumn study period explains the fact that both layer 

estimates are smaller for cloudy compared to clear-sky daytime conditions. Schween et al. (2014) report daytime MLH 

to generally exceed MH, especially during morning and afternoon, indicating the MLH often falsely follows the top of 

the residual layer rather than the actual mixed layer height. Given their study uses the STRAT-2D algorithm (Haeffelin 

et al., 2012; Morille et al., 2007) which was developed based on high SNR observations of an aerosol lidar, with an old 

ALC model that is more prone to noise and instrument related artefacts (Kotthaus et al., 2016), false layer attribution is 

likely to occur frequently. In contrast, the MLH analysed here is derived after careful quality control using an algorithm 

specifically accounting for instrument specifics of low-power ALC (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 2018a). Furthermore, 
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hygroscopic growth effects causing differences between MH and MLH are likely to be quite different in the cooler and 

more humid rural setting of the Schween et al. (2014) study compared to the drier, more polluted, central urban 

environment of this study. Another potential factor that might affect the agreement between MLH and MH is the choice 

in vertical threshold used to assign MH. Applying a slightly higher threshold (e.g. Schween et al., 2014 use 0.16 m2 s-2) 

might decrease daytime MH values drawing them closer to MLH. 

The onset of the MH evening decay phase is found earlier (14-29% of the night-length before sunset for clear-sky and 

convective cloud conditions, respectively) compared to MLH (6-12%) and it also ends slightly earlier (8% of night-

length after sunset for MH and 13% for MLH). However, as MLH decays more rapidly on average by about 40 m h-1, 

the turbulence-derived mixing height and the aerosol-derived mixed layer height converge at around or shortly after 

sunset (Figure S.3). This conclusion contradicts some other studies that find the whole decay period of MLH to be 

clearly delayed relative to MH (especially for clear-sky conditions, e.g. Barlow et al., 2011) or attest MLH stagnates or 

slightly continues to increase up to sunset (e.g. Schween et al., 2014). As the case studies show (Sect. 3.4.1, Figure 

4a,b), MLH in this study occasionally follows an elevated layer above MH even after sunset before converging to the 

same layer. It is possible that such conditions are more frequent in the short case study period analysed by Barlow et al. 

(2011).  

The evening transition is a difficult time period for the accurate assignment of MLH based on aerosol profiles. Given 

new gradients in attenuated backscatter form slowly in response to decaying turbulence, contrast between layers is 

usually weak and algorithms solely based on absolute thresholds or idealised profiles might often not be sensitive to 

these subtle vertical variations. Another important factor for MLH detection in this transition phase is the ability of the 

lidar to observe shallow layers. If high-quality profile observations are available only above a certain height above 

ground due to the instrument’s blind zone or uncertainty from incomplete optical overlap, a new nocturnal layer 

forming near the ground at or after sunset might not be detectable. In such cases, MLH algorithms tend to choose an 

elevated layer such as the top of the residual layer instead, causing a large over-estimation. Here the MLH analysis uses 

an ALC with very good near range capabilities, i.e. attenuated backscatter profile is usable from the first range gate. The 

specialised near-range module within the CABAM algorithm (Sect. 2) improves performance in the near range and the 

evening module addresses the transition between daytime MLH and the new nocturnal layer forming below (Kotthaus 

and Grimmond, 2018a). 

4. Conclusions 

In cities, where many people are exposed to enhanced pollution emissions, the lack of radiosonde ascents (e.g. due to air 

traffic control restrictions) make critical ABL volumes poorly known. Thus, improved understanding of the links 

between atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) dynamics and cloud formation and/or pollution dispersion are of both 

applied and fundamental interest. With advances in ground-based remote sensing, it becomes increasingly possible to 

monitor the structure of ABL automatically at high temporal resolutions.  

Here, the turbulence-based mixing height (MH) and aerosol-based mixed layer height (MLH) are derived from Doppler 

lidar and Automatic Lidars and Ceilometers (ALC) profile measurements, respectively. While MH traces the 

instantaneous process of atmospheric mixing within the ABL, MLH portrays the vertical distribution of aerosol and 

moisture forming in response. Observations analysed are taken in the highly urbanised setting of central London, UK, 

during three seasons (autumn, winter and summer) including the ClearfLo measurement campaign (Bohnenstengel et 

al., 2015a) aiming to shed light on the interactions between air quality and meteorological conditions. Careful data 

processing and advanced retrieval methods are applied to ensure high quality results. 

MLH is derived using the CABAM retrieval method based on attenuated backscatter and cloud base height (CBH) 

observed with one of the most commonly deployed ALC models (Vaisala CL31). Uncertainty is assessed by comparing 

fully automatic results to a supervised, semi-automatic detection procedure. While average statistics show hardly any 

difference with small scatter and a negligible bias, the uncertainty for individual cases can be very high, i.e. in the order 

of magnitude of the ABL height. Considerable uncertainty is introduced by instrument-specific characteristics that 

affect the attenuated backscatter profiles. Comparing MLH from supervised detection of one CL31 to fully automatic 

results based on observations of another sensor of the same make and model running with identical setup and firmware 

version located at the same site, shows clearly increased deviation for individual time periods. Overall, averages are 

similar so that the MBE remains very small. Layer attribution uncertainty and instrument-specifics lead to both over- 

and under-estimates that cancel over long periods. Hence, the automatic procedure is considered to provide very reliable 

results and the between-sensor impacts are assumed negligible if average ABL characteristics are of interest. However, 

for a small number of cases substantial errors may occur. 

MH is derived based on the vertical velocity variance observed with a heterodyne, pulsed Doppler lidar (HALO 

Photonics) in vertical stare mode. Although very good general agreement is observed between MH obtained from 

different scan patterns, a systematic effect is found, i.e. a smaller number of velocity observations leads to a greater 

uncertainty in vertical velocity variance estimates and therefore to higher MH uncertainty. 

Doppler lidar and ALC measurements were conducted at several sites in central London (within 3-4 km). To assess if a 

spatial displacement of such short distances would affect average characteristics of MH and MLH, the layer estimates 

are compared derived from two Doppler lidars and two ALC located at different sites. While both MH and MLH at the 
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different sites generally agree during daytime, the turbulence-derived MH during night might reflect differences in land 

cover around the sites. However, the systematically lower turbulent activity detected by the Doppler lidar in the more 

residential neighbourhood does not coincide with a more rapid settling of the ABL aerosol in the area so that nocturnal 

MLH at both sites is generally in agreement with MH at the denser urban setting.  For MLH it is found that the scatter 

and overall agreement is comparable to results obtained from measurements of the respective sensors operated at the 

same site. Apart from the nocturnal discrepancy in turbulent exchange and MH, ABL features at the central London 

sites are very similar or the subtle differences are often not detectable due to the algorithm-, setting- and sensor-related 

uncertainties. Future studies should evaluate at which spatial scales distinct ABL features form in response to synoptic 

conditions and land cover characteristics, and are detectable with ground-based remote sensing profilers. 

When comparing MH and MLH, a clear response to solar geometry (i.e. time of day and year) and synoptic background 

in terms of cloud cover and cloud type is apparent. On average, differences between MH and MLH observed in central 

London during winter, summer and autumn generally agree during night, with median minima being lower for clear-

skies than for cloudy conditions. While nocturnal values often reflect the same layer, a bias of MH relative to MLH 

occurs in either direction. In addition to cloud causing strong turbulence signals and gradients in attenuated backscatter, 

another cause for discrepancy in layer attribution is linked to radiative cooling mechanisms. These lead to an increase in 

relative humidity which in turn creates gradients in attenuated backscatter through hygroscopic growth of particles 

rather than in response to dynamical mixing processes. In such situations, different physical processes define the mixing 

layer and mixed-layer, respectively. Further investigation of such conditions requires detailed profile information of not 

only atmospheric turbulence but also aerosol concentrations and relative humidity and should hence be addressed in 

future studies.  

MH starts increasing in the morning on average 20-105 min ahead of MLH, presumably because it takes some time for 

new aerosol gradients to form that can be assigned to MLH. The MH rises up to two times faster than the MLH in 

cloudy conditions, while growth rates are similar during clear skies. This indicates differences in growth rates might 

rather be linked to the way the detection algorithms respond to clouds rather than the delayed dispersion of aerosol and 

moisture. For both MH and MLH daytime maxima increase with day-length and values are highest for convective cloud 

days following clear-sky nights (MH = 1795 m agl; MLH = 1409 m agl) and lowest for stratiform clouds (MH 

= 1055 m agl; MLH = 747 m agl). Daily maximum MH is greater than MLH in most conditions apart from winter clear-

sky days, with statistics generally more similar in the absence of clouds (median difference of maxima = 100 m) and the 

discrepancy most striking for convective cloud conditions (median difference of maxima = 273 m). The disagreement 

between MH and MLH increases with cloud complexity.  

Given MH peaks earlier than MLH, its evening decay phase starts on average about 1 h ahead. However, MLH has a 

faster decay rate so the two estimates converge again at around sunset. This finding contradicts some other studies that 

observe the whole decay period of MLH to be clearly delayed relative to MH or the aerosol-derived layer to not decay 

at all before sunset. Given the careful data processing and advanced MLH algorithm applied, results obtained in this 

study are considered more representative of the physical settling process of aerosol layers in response to the decay of 

turbulent eddies in the evening.  

To summarise, MH and MLH indicate slightly different processes within the ABL. Following very careful data processing 

(such as the exclusion of profiles with rain or drizzle) and analysis both average characteristics and individual cases are 

compared. Appropriate flagging of periods affected by rain or decoupled cloud layers is critical to ensure a meaningful 

comparison. The results show a generally coherent relation between the two, with aerosol characteristics following 

turbulence signatures with some delay. The findings highlight that turbulence-derived MH and aerosol-derived MLH 

should not be used inter-changeably for purposes of model evaluation, interpretation of surface air quality observations 

or initialisation of chemical transport models.  
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Supplemental material 

 

 

Figure S.1: Same as Figure 2 but restricted to cloud-free conditions: Turbulence-derived MH from Doppler lidar HALO-1 (m-r) and 
aerosol-derived MLH from two ALC (CL31-C (a-f) and CL31-D (g-l)) against aerosol-derived MLH from CL31-C including supervised 
layer selection for (a, g, m) all data available in 10/2010 – 12/2012, (b, h, n) the inter-comparison period with all three sensors located 
at KCL (Table 2), and times with HALO-1 at WCC, CL31-C at MR andCL31-D at NK separated by season: (c, i, o) winter, (d, j, p) spring, 
(e, k, q) summer, and (f, l, r) autumn; (s) shows comparison of MH from HALO-1 at WCC against HALO-2 at NK. Colours indicate time 
relative to sunrise. Selection restricted to times when no clouds are detected by either ALC below 3000 m. (dashed line) linear relation 
with slope and intercept given in Table 3; (solid line) 1:1 line. 

 

 

Figure S.2: Same as Figure 2 but restricted to cloudy conditions: Turbulence-derived MH from Doppler lidar HALO-1 (m-r) and aerosol-
derived MLH from two ALC (CL31-C (a-f) and CL31-D (g-l)) against aerosol-derived MLH from CL31-C including supervised layer 
selection for (a, g, m) all data available in 10/2010 – 12/2012, (b, h, n) the inter-comparison period with all three sensors located at 
KCL (Table 2), and times with HALO-1 at WCC, CL31-C at MR andCL31-D at NK separated by season: (c, i, o) winter, (d, j, p) spring, (e, 
k, q) summer, and (f, l, r) autumn; (s) shows comparison of MH from HALO-1 at WCC against HALO-2 at NK. Colours indicate time 
relative to sunrise. Selection restricted to times when clouds are detected by either ALC below 3000 m. (dashed line) linear relation 
with slope and intercept given in Table 3; (solid line) 1:1 line. 
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Figure S.3: Median diurnal pattern with inter-quartile range (shading) of turbulence-derived MH (1 h and 30 min 

resolution during night and day, respectively) from Doppler lidar and aerosol-derived MLH (15 min) from ALC against 

time relative to sunset for (a-c) all days with both HALO-1 and CL31-C data available and separated into (d-f) cloud-

free conditions, (g-i) clear nights followed by cloudy days, (j-l) convective cloud conditions, and (m, n) stratiform cloud 

conditions. Columns separate days by season: (a, d, g, j, m) winter, (b, e, h, k) May and summer, and (c, f, I, l, n) 

autumn, respectively. ABL classification according to CABAM results (Sect. 2). Number of available data points are 

listed in each subplot. Figure 7 is centred on sunrise. 

 


